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eeping the attraction mix fresh is always top of
mind if you’re a waterpark owner. When your
park offerings are new and refreshed, then you
can deliver a better, more captivating guest
experience which keeps your guests coming
back to visit every year.
While adding a new ride or attraction might often be top of the
list, you might not have the budget for a larger new installation
every year. That’s when a renovation project might be something
that you consider.
Renovation can encompass so many different changes or updates that you could make within your park from rebranding a
ride or area to adding lighting or sound effects to an existing waterslide. The key is to figure out what pieces and parts you have in
place to work with and then decide what to do with them.
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To help you evaluate how to make a renovation project work for
your facility, we asked Jim Dunn, President for Aquatic Development Group a series of questions about renovation projects and
what makes them successful in today’s market.
Reading through his responses, you’ll quickly see why undertaking a renovation project in 2021 could be just the thing to keep
your waterpark fresh and ready to get your guests excited for their
next visit.
How often should a waterpark consider
undertaking a renovation project?
Waterparks should always be considering a renovation project
because they are typically a cost-effective alternative to building a
new feature while still providing marketability and a refresh in an
area of your park—all resulting in a better guest experience. Also,

Solving The

Renovation
Equation
Making a renovation project work well for your facility
requires asking the right questions and finding
the best answers before you get started.

BEFORE

you may be able to build within an existing foundation.
And, if you are looking to utilize an existing area or feature for
your renovation project, you already have some of these line items
accounted for in your budget. I.e. filtration, mechanicals, pumps,
equipment, staff to guard the ride, etc.
What are the top factors that a park
should use to evaluate undertaking a
renovation in their park?
When you are considering a renovation at a property, you should
first ask yourself a few questions. Are there any areas that are not
working as well as you’d like? Is an area starting to look tired and
underused? Do people not flock to that kid’s area anymore?
Then you have to lay out the goals of the project. Are you looking to increase attendance? Do you want to improve marketabil-

Before and after photos show the amazing changes made to the leisure
river area at Wet’n’Wild Toronto.

ity? Would you like to draw more people to an area of the park to
increase incidental revenues from F&B or retail outlets?
After you ask yourself these questions, you can then determine if
a renovation is a right-fit for your property. The definition of a renovation is taking something that you already have and making it
better, and that is the beauty with a project like this. Even when you
cannot add a big, new, flashy ride every season, your loyal guests
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Even when you cannot add a big, new,
flashy ride every season, your loyal
guests and season pass holders will
notice and will appreciate that you care
about keeping your park refreshed,
clean and looking its best.

and season pass holders will notice and will appreciate that you care about
keeping your park refreshed, clean and looking its best.
These are the three factors to consider when looking at a renovation
for your park:
1. AESTHETIC. You want to make the area look aesthetically pleasing so
it is inviting and attractive to your guests.
2. MECHANICAL. If you have existing mechanical rooms and equipment,
you can possibly save project dollars and invest them into a new ride/
attraction.
3. FINANCIAL. You have to have enough capital to complete the project.
So what is your budget and how do you perceive accomplishing your
goals within these parameters?

The rendering displayed on top and the picture on bottom
of the almost-completed “Coconut Shores,” show how
much fresh, fun activity will be offered in this renovated area.

BEFORE

AFTER

Can a renovation be done with a smaller
budget?
A renovation can be done on a smaller budget; it just depends on the
scope of the project.
I think another way to look at it is, if I wanted to do something in my
park like add a whole feature, I could instead put those dollars into renovating an existing ride and stretch my dollars a little bit farther. If you are
working on a limited budget and considering a renovation, there does
come a point in which it may not be the most cost-effective option. If
your attraction or portion of your park is no longer working, or is defective and pieces, equipment or foundations cannot be reutilized, this
will not make for a budget conscious renovation project.
Another option is phasing the project. Maybe one full area of your
park is looking tired but you are working on a smaller more limited
budget this year. Instead you could work with a team to phase out
your project over several years, renovating one piece of the park
at a time.
How might the process look different
for smaller budgets vs. larger budgets?
If you are hoping to add a new marketable attraction but are
working on a small budget, it may be difficult to get everything
you want out of a project. Start by saying, what can I do with
my park (within my budget constraints) and look at things
that are guest enhancers. You might clean up finishes, refurbish your landing pools, replace your old changing
rooms, etc. If you need to make a big splash with your
project, you may need more capital to do so.
One example of a smaller renovation project
was Kings Dominion’s one-acre “Coconut
Shores” water play kid’s area renovation
project. Kings Dominion wanted to replace an outdated multi-level play
structure with a new and more
exciting play structure.
After we surveyed the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 56

Before and after photos show the evolution of “Cowabunga
Beach” at Water World.
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property, we realized that with some creative design we could utilize
the foundation of an underused second wave pool to build the new
multi-level play structure into AND give them a kids’ miniature
wave pool. This meant we were giving them two brand-new attractions instead of just one—for the same project budget.
Another example of a mid-size renovation project was Hyland
Hills Water World’s “Cowabunga Beach” project. Water World wanted to replace an existing underutilized wave pool and create a new,
exciting and unique attraction that would re-energize the once popular space. In order to utilize the space and create a new exciting attraction, they were presented with the first-of-its-kind boogie boarding water ride designed to appeal to a wide range of ages and skill
levels. With the ability to dispatch two riders every 8 seconds, the
ride averages a throughput of 720 guests per hour. Cabanas, shaded
lounge areas, convenient amenities and F&B service were incorporated into the overall area to generate additional revenue and create a
destination experience for thrill seekers and families alike.
A bigger example of a renovation project was Wet‘n’Wild Toronto. This was an old abandoned waterpark where there had been
no upkeep since the closing of the waterpark. Pipes were frozen,
buildings were falling apart and the landscaping was completely
overgrown. But the bones of the property were in good shape
overall and the value of the location was undeniable. We designed
and built a new waterpark while maximizing revenue generating
opportunities throughout the park with strategic design enhancements to existing guest flow patterns, operations and in-park capacity. To most efficiently manage the time line and budget, we
retrofitted existing park buildings and equipment which allowed
for additional capital to purchase new attractions for the park.
Regardless of budget, the process still starts the same. It begins by
taking a step back and finding those weak spots in your park and
having an experienced aquatic design/build team come in and see
what creative ideas they have for reutilizing elements and developing
a successful plan to meet your timeframe, project goals and budget.
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How much time should be set aside for a
typical renovation project?
Typically, a renovation project is very doable between seasons.
However, I am answering these questions focusing on the outdoor
waterpark market. If you are looking at your timeframe for renovating indoor projects, then you are working on a year-round facility in an enclosed space. So you need to ask yourself: how long
can your park be shut down for a period of time to complete a
renovation project, or are you going to section off the area of the
indoor facility and keep the rest of your park operational during
this time? Once you have these answers, your design/build team
can determine what they can do in your timeframe.
Are there ways to measure how a
renovation can pay off for a facility in
terms of revenue?
It is very difficult to attribute a single attraction or renovation
area to an increase in revenue. However, if you renovate an area
and can drive more traffic to that section of the park, you can increase food and beverage sales, or incidental spends by situating
these key money-making buildings near areas where guests can
recreate. If your guests set up ‘camp’ by an attraction, then they
will be there back and forth throughout the day—passing by the
t-shirts, the snow cones and the season pass upgrade options.
Is it possible to undertake a renovation
project during COVID-19?
Yes, it is possible to undertake a renovation project during COVID-19. The process will be impacted due to field worker travel
and materials. Our workers need to travel to and from the site,
and as state mandates or travel quarantine regulations continue to
evolve and change daily, it can pose a delay on a project.
Another issue is sourcing materials. Purchasing raw materials
right now can be difficult as a lot of vendors are working shortstaffed or are having long delays in acquiring goods.
The element of unpredictability through this pandemic is the
biggest struggle for a design/build team, but we are working
through it the best we can!

AFTER

More renovation photos from Wet’n’Wild
Toronto show how the park was
updated using existing structures.
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What are the various forms of renovation
that a park can consider—renovation of
theming, an attraction or the whole park?
When we look at renovation, we are typically looking at buildings, attractions or whole park design/build projects.
When you look at renovating an attraction there are so many
things you can do to create a whole new ride experience for your
guests. As a lot of outdoor waterparks in the U.S. are getting older,
there have been many technology advancements and features. You
could incorporate lights/sound into your attractions.
If you have a really slow river, you could add additional boosters
throughout for a fast-action pace ride, replace some old filtration
and change the name. This allows you to market the ride like it’s a
brand new attraction even though it’s the same ride that provides
a completely new experience.
If you have stairs that lead into the river, you could instead renovate the river and build a beach entry instead. Situate chairs and
lounge space around the new beach entry and it will provide you
with not only a new feel to your river but also a whole new destination experience in your park.
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As you begin making plans for the next new addition to your
waterpark, consider how renovation could be part of the equation.
With the right design partner and the right set of questions, you
could soon be embarking on an exciting renovation project that
will excite your guests and drive great results for your business. •

